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Abstract: The focus of this paper is a case study on the municipality of San Javier in Spain. The aim of the analysis was to provide a working model for the integration of the assessment and conservation of built heritage into broader projects devoted to the sustainable restoration of natural spaces undergoing evident declines in habitability. With a population of 31,905, San Javier is located on the edge of the Mar Menor, which is one of the largest permanent salt water lagoons in the Mediterranean. It forms part of the coastal region of the Autonomous Community of the Region of Murcia in the southeast of the Iberian Peninsula. San Javier is one of four municipalities that administer this unique ecosystem. However, despite being designated as a protected natural site since its 14 beaches are one of the most important national and international tourist destinations in this Autonomous Community, since 2016, it has suffered one of the worst environmental crises in its history. One of the outcomes of this situation is that the government bodies involved have begun to seek new models for the area’s complete regeneration that would enable sustainable growth and also include the social and economic sectors that have, to date, played a secondary role in managing the area. In this regard, cultural heritage should play a key role. The aim of this study was to demonstrate that the region’s cultural heritage, despite the complex issues involved in its management, especially for the local administrative bodies, can contribute to the creation of new models for regeneration. Besides the added value of cultural prestige provided by this area’s unique cultural landscape, which is a further legacy of the region’s history and artistic development, engaging with cultural heritage facilitates the revival of traditional systems that contribute to environmental improvement. Finally, this paper provides tools that enable local groups, and, above all, the residents themselves, to identify with the values of their cultural heritage.
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1. Introduction

The municipality of San Javier is located on the edge of the Mar Menor, which is located in Spain’s Murcia region, and is one of the largest permanent salt water lagoons in Europe. It is a medium-sized town, which, according to the 2018 census [1], had a population of 31,905, although the trend toward seasonal fluctuation in its population during the summer months has become pronounced. Mar Menor forms part of a unique ecosystem, and it is listed in the Ramsar Convention for wetlands of international importance [2], in addition to being designated a protected natural space and area of special interest. The lagoon forms part of three other municipalities: San Pedro del Pinatar, Los Alcázares, and Cartagena.

The region’s unique natural features are combined with other types of cultural heritage that are in diverse states of conservation across the region, and together they form a cultural landscape that is unique in Spain. However, the Mar Menor and its surrounding landscape have undergone one of the worst environmental crises in its history, which was mainly due to the agricultural overexploitation...
of the coastal region; the municipality of San Javier alone generates around 21,500 jobs in the fishing and agricultural sector. The rapid development of tourism since 1950 has alarmingly transformed the traditional urban landscape. This has been due, firstly, to the high demand for second homes [3] intended primarily for seasonal use (the municipality of San Javier generates 10,145 jobs in the service sector and almost 700 in the building sector), and secondly, the lack of planning with regard to the public and private infrastructures that drain into the lagoon.

All this occurred with the emergence of a cultural dimension of tourism in Spain from the 1980s onwards—the consolidation of democracy and the social and cultural change that led to legislative developments and the creation of a complex administration that gave local governance an unprecedented role.

Subsequently, the 2007 financial crisis launched a new economic cycle that had major repercussions for the commercial and social fabric in the region. The drastic collapse of sectors, such as the construction sector, and the reactivation of agriculture in the Mar Menor region prompted the local administration to seek new forms of tourist attraction, including cultural heritage, which, after a gradual start, has succeeded. However, the natural environment, and with it the natural and human landscape, has been the location of natural disasters clearly linked to the widely predicted impact of local malpractice and the broader effects of climate change. Since 2016, various episodes of flooding have been caused by run-off water from the region’s watercourses, and these have introduced noxious substances and waste into the Mar Menor, which has had a serious effect. In parallel, the land has been overly exploited, and especially the lagoon. Unorganized urban development, excessively intensive agriculture, the construction of artificial beaches, navigable canals, heavy metal runoff, construction of marinas, and the anchoring of hundreds of ships have been slowly destroying the delicate marine meadows of the Mar Menor state since the 1980s. Since 2017, this situation has been the main cause of the progressive decrease in traditional sun and beach tourism. The greatest impact cannot yet be quantified due to the disaster caused by the recent rains in the area that triggered the low-price sales of these second homes and the loss of attraction as a tourist destination.

As a result, the different levels of administration (general, regional, and local) have begun to examine new models of integral regeneration to ensure there is sustainable growth in the region [4]. As a starting point, the premise was taken that both the importance of cultural heritage and its conservation must play an active role in the creation of new social, economic, and urban models for the Mar Menor region (see Figure 1). The main objective of this study was to demonstrate that the area’s heritage and especially the real estate should be considered in the creation of these new models, which will also provide a means to revive traditional systems capable of contributing to environmental improvements. In addition, through education programs, recovering and promoting traditional trades (such as the restoration and conservation of Latin sailboats, companies specializing in sustainable maritime construction, etc.), and increased awareness, members of society could play an active role in these new social models.

When the cultural heritage of the San Javier region is addressed, its protected cultural heritage can be identified and documented and, thereby highlighting its role in the region. This study demonstrates that the repercussions of the various regional regulations on cultural heritage have not been effective, and that, in some cases, the regulations have led to the destruction of built heritage.
Addressing the Challenges Faced by Society 2014 undertaken between 2015 and 2019. A major outcome of this project and its study of a select group of municipalities was the observation that a major blind spot exists in Spanish local government policies with regard to historical artistic and cultural heritage sites. Therefore, the analysis was extended to coastal spaces, such as that studied here: a medium-sized municipality whose growth was linked to the historic evolution of a maritime space, and, despite the environmental issues that have arisen, a municipality whose historic and cultural legacy could constitute an element of cohesion for its broader region. However, to achieve this, good local government practices are required, and a further issue to be addressed is the complex bureaucratic network that affects such practices. The bureaucracy has been proven to be inefficient in the conservation and promotion of San Javier’s cultural legacy, due to the heritage regulations being affected by urban planning legislation.

In various municipalities, for the preservation of cultural heritage, knowledge of the relevant cultural assets in each region must be accompanied by the understanding of their use and impact in both their specific environment and in society as a whole. Above all, the potential and advantage offered by the assets for generating individual and collective values and experiences must be considered, as well their contribution to urban sustainability. The forms of governance must be analyzed to provide information, knowledge, and tools to those responsible for both decision-making and the managers to enable improvements in the design, implementation, and evaluation of strategies and actions, in which cultural heritage could be included as a core factor. Thereby, social and cultural values and the collective dynamics of identification need to undergo a series of social changes, especially with regards to the provision of increased knowledge concerning the evolution of cultural identities and common values amidst processes of change. Finally, I aimed to demonstrate that cultural heritage...
is a key element in the construction of citizenship values, the learning of one’s own history, and the identification of solutions for the challenges faced by society [6].

For this purpose, I analyzed the complex administrative network that influences wealth management and how it is based on a wide range of regulations of different legal natures. In some cases, such as the municipality of San Javier, these regulations have been the reason for the loss of some of the most significant and representative examples of cultural heritage. The balnearios [7] merit special attention as they are specific local examples of the region’s architecture. Despite their importance in the image of the cultural landscape of the Mar Menor, their disappearance throughout the last decade of the 20th century was the result of a conflict between original private property owners and the application of a new Coastal Law that transformed them into public spaces (Bienes Demaniales). The general administration was not interested in these elements that were historically constructed by individual owners who not only acquired property on land but also on the coast. Finally, the local community is concerned about the area becoming a tourist destination, but are not worried about its impact on the environment and future sustainable growth.

In this study, examples of immovable properties that have been granted various categories of heritage and/or urban protection were identified and studied, and the impact of this protection with regard to the region was analyzed, which until just a few decades ago was administratively referred to as the Comarca del Mar Menor.

3. Results

Since 1990, many authors have assessed cultural heritage as a fundamental piece in strategic local development operations [8–11]. The association between tourism and management of cultural heritage [12–14] has been studied as an alternative to local difficulties [15,16].

In Spain, cultural tourism has been extended since 2000 as an alternative to the marked dependence on sun and beach tourism, which is strongly seasonal [8,17], improving the local economy by reducing seasonality and unemployment, and providing business opportunities to improve the standard of living of the population and attract European local development programs [18]. As a form of economic independence of heritage assets, cultural tourism guarantees their conservation [19], connecting heritage areas with international models that highlight the importance of cultural tourism [20–26].

Although the conceptualization and methods applied seem clear, the objectives of the International Charter on Cultural Tourism [27] indicate that its local application is basic and not yet fully effective, since the value and quality of historical and cultural assets are still measured only in terms of their ability to attract tourism [18]. Thus, except for sites with significant heritage values, museums and exhibitions have been the main devices used to attract cultural tourists. Starting a program to modernize the supply and management of museums [28–35] is a strategy that currently exists in Spain in almost all of the local heritage policies under the guidelines initiated by the Council of Europe and with the support from programs and structural funds of the European Union in its attempt to overcome regional imbalances [36,37].

In this work, the starting premise is that to preserve cultural heritage, it must be transformed into a product not only of tourist consumption, but also of cultural and identity. The disciplines of art history [38–40] and visual culture [41] are required to assist with this transition. According to Mirzoeff, the ways of seeing involve the practices of looking, with the senses of what we call the viewer, who is the one who looks or sees. The object or thing that is looked at may be an object of art or a series of things experienced by people in the present or in the past [42].

Historical, artistic, or cultural heritage [43,44] can be immovable, movable, or intangible [45–47], and is understood as a changing social creation and therefore has a relative attributed degree of value. As UNESCO indicated in its 1992 revision, during the commemoration of the 1972 Convention on the Protection of the World Cultural and Natural Heritage, the representation of European and North American cultural goods, strong predominance of religious buildings (mostly Christianity), and preponderance of historic cities and civilizations had disappeared, to the detriment of living cultures.
In reality, the list only included a few countries, not all of humanity [45,48]. Also, the complexity of the local management of Spanish cultural heritage that is mainly due to an interdependence of diverse public and private sectors, which, in some cases, has led to the loss of a significant part of its cultural goods [49–52]. Both tangible and intangible cultural heritage aspects need to be used as an element of identity cohesion of the community, so that cultural heritage is valued as an effective tool that contributes to the sustainable development of the territory [53,54]. Through cultural goods, the different ways of life, customs, and beliefs are demonstrated, and therefore must be known and valued by the society that produced them. In this dialogue, society recognizes and protects not only its past but also its future.

In terms of space, certain studies Mar Menor have laid the foundation for the knowledge of its history and culture [55–59]. Conversely, research on the physical environment, its geological conformation, and its evolution and water characteristics have not recently been the object of study [60], with studies from 1978 [61–63], when natural changes and anthropogenic changes were occurring [61–68].

4. Discussion

A fundamental factor of the Mar Menor’s historical evolution, which is crucial for understanding its current landscape, occurred over the course of the twentieth century. This was the entwined consolidation of the tourism boom and the modernization of the municipalities along the Mar Menor. The use of the Mar Menor as a place for leisure and for the therapeutic benefits of its waters by the privileged families of the kingdom of Murcia, dates back to the 17th century. The earliest extant records of the construction of leisure residences dates to this period, which were used take advantage of the water, although they were built some way from the sea due to the risk of piracy [69].

On this basis, in 1898, the village of Santiago de la Ribera was founded by the Barnuevo-Sandoval family, who owned the Torre Minguez estate in San Javier. They transformed the ancient agrarian property into a new zone of holiday residences, equipped with the necessary maritime constructions including bathing houses (balnearios). Shortly after, something similar occurred in the other nearby villages, and especially in Los Alcázares, which, until 1990, had fallen under the jurisdiction of the municipality of San Javier. In Los Alcázares at the end of the 19th century, the Balneario de la Encarnación was built for seasonal summer use. However, in this case, the bathing house was intended for the public in order to accommodate the growing number of tourists who came from increasingly distant places, as a wide range of people enjoyed the benefits of the sea [70].

From 1960 onwards, the rate of development increased rapidly until it reached a peak in the first decade of the 21st century, not in terms of population, but in infrastructure and uncontrolled urban expansion, which considerably impacted the image of the region [71]. Until a few years ago, the popularity of Mar Menor as a unique natural space made it an increasingly important tourist destination, linked to the sea and sun, which only offered new cultural attractions in some cases, including summer events such as the Theater, Music, and Dance Festival in August and the Jazz Festival in July.

However, the elements that constituted the heritage image of the territory had been forgotten, such as the first modernist houses, navigation, and bathing houses, both by the local administration and by the community that had used them since their origin, which led to their abandonment and the loss of heritage value for neighbors. The same has not occurred with popular festivals and vernacular folklore, which have been maintained by the community [9,46]. This is the case for Romería de San Blas, which one of the religious traditions linked to the origins of the population in the 17th century, or Carnival. Both are celebrated in the winter months, at times of lower tourist influxes. This phenomenon indicates how the perception of heritage and its dynamic process of construction by local communities, which have already been analyzed in other parts of South America [72] or Europe [15], can guarantee the preservation of cultural heritage regardless of the support of the administration, and even beyond
the intervention of external experts who can provide a scientific discourse on historical, artistic, and cultural content.

In this sense, this same community, in the face of conflict that involves the loss of environmental and cultural values that are fundamental to their way of life, can become an active defense agent. What role would cultural heritage have in trying to improve this situation? According to previous studies [8–10,14], the first function of cultural heritage is to legitimize a discourse based on scientific knowledge to publicize traditional uses that served to maintain the balance between humans and the environment. Simultaneously, these elements can be part of a responsible and sustainable tourism offering. The incorporation of heritage into tourism requires collaboration and coordination between the local community and tourism and cultural strategies, which should be planned according to the forms of governance [73].

In the regional regulations, the preamble of Law 4/2007 of the Cultural Heritage of the Region of Murcia defines Cultural Heritage as:

One of the main signs of identity and a testimony of the contribution made to the universal culture. The assets form an invaluable heritage and their conservation and enrichment corresponds to all the people of Murcia, and especially to the public authorities that represent them [74].

Therefore, cultural heritage is not something hieratic or ancient, but must be understood as a dynamic element, one that is part of our lives, and its value contributes to society, being incorporated into our daily lives. [75].

The history of the term cultural heritage highlights heritage as a discovery [76] in which the meaning of objects, beyond their timelessness due to their nature, is transformed according to their spectators. They can be understood by a social group as what their identity and history represents [77]. So, in our case, we propose a review through the appropriation of the community that not only recovers heritage through its rediscovery, but also feels the need to maintain it. Then, the value of equity and the contribution to the recovery of sustainable practices can be realized through external elements, especially tourism, and new technologies [72].

The core texts of international heritage doctrine underscore the concept that emerged from the UNESCO World Conference on Cultural Policies, which was held in Mexico in 1982. Despite being relatively old, this concept has not lost its contemporary relevance for defining how cultural heritage represents what we have the right to inherit from our predecessors and implies the obligation that we conserve for future generations [78]. With regard to San Javier, further insight is provided by considering the relationship between the natural environment and the landscape as a defining element of history and culture. The ICOMOS (International Council on Monuments and Sites) Burra Charter, revised and published in 1992, defends the overall conservation of cultural heritage in the places for and in which they were created, and that have been conserved in such a way that “they enrich people’s lives, often providing a deep and inspirational sense of connection to the community and landscape, to the past and to lived experiences. Places of cultural significance reflect the diversity of our communities, telling us about who we are and the past that has formed us . . . ” [79]. In 2005, ICOMOS revised its concept of cultural sites as heritage areas on different scales, including: isolated buildings and spaces; historic cities; urban, rural, or maritime landscapes; cultural routes; and archaeological sites that gain their meaning and distinctive character from the perception of social, spiritual, historic, artistic, aesthetic, natural, and scientific values, or other factors of a cultural nature. Likewise, meaningful relationships are established between cultural heritage and its physical, visual, and spiritual surroundings. These relationships can be the result of a creative, conscious, and planned acts, spiritual belief, historical events, usage, or an organic cumulative process arising from cultural traditions over the course of time [80].

For the case study under discussion, in the Region of Murcia, concern has been growing regarding natural heritage, largely due to the impact of tourism on the local environment and the active role
of environmental associations throughout the region. However, weaknesses continue to be detected regarding public awareness of the importance of cultural heritage and its role in local communities. Despite the publication of Law 12/2014 of 16 December 2014 on Transparency and Citizen Participation of the Region of Murcia, which provided a framework for the various forms of social participation, the Mar Menor currently lacks any non-governmental group, agency, or association whose objectives cover the partial or total protection of the cultural heritage of its territory.

Cultural goods that are protected by the local government are collected through its Urban Plan San Javier 2014 PGMO, which are the heritage assets that the local administration consider to be relevant and key elements of the municipality’s identity according to the urban regulations, San Javier currently has 52 protected examples of cultural heritage (Table 1). Only 13 out of the 52 have received the maximum protection category of Cultural Interest Asset (abbreviated as BIC in Spanish) [81]. Most of these cultural assets are ethnographic in nature, especially windmills, although other examples of civil architecture are included such as the Villa Barnuevo and numerous residential summer buildings that originally included bathing houses within the Mar Menor. In Santiago de la Ribera where there is an entire catalogued urban area, the military city of Colonia Ruiz de Alda demonstrated the effects that legislation and protection have had on the heritage immovable cultural center of San Javier. Examples of religious cultural heritage are also present. These heritage sites are the most visited sites due to their artistic value and because they are where several popular shows and rites occur in the community [82]. Finally, the archaeological, terrestrial, and underwater heritage sites, located in La Manga and the Mar Menor Islands, today provide cultural value regardless of the lack of tourism prospects.

For this reason, and after analyzing the administration’s proposals [83], two elements of the protected heritage were highlighted since, in a small way, they are still present in the daily lives of the local community. First is the bathing houses because, although many have disappeared from the beaches, the regeneration expected to be conducted by the regional government includes the construction of new spas to minimize the amount of artificial beaches that have been built since 2000 to reduce negative impacts on the local environment. The second is the Vela Latina, which as a form of navigation can improve the local economy through development for tourism.
Table 1. Cultural heritage sites protected by the San Javier PGMU (Plan General Ordenación Urbana) [84].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BIENES</th>
<th>GRADO</th>
<th>POBLACIÓN</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Casa del Conde Campillo</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Stgo. de La Ribera</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chalet Barnuevo</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Stgo. de La Ribera</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hacienda de Roda</td>
<td>BIC</td>
<td>Roda</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conjunto de Edificaciones de la Isla del Barón</td>
<td>Incoado BIC</td>
<td>La Manga (San Javier)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Villa San Francisco Javier</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Stgo. de La Ribera</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Torre Javier</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Stgo. de La Ribera</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Villa la Pinada</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Stgo. de La Ribera</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Casa Benimar</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Stgo. de La Ribera</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Torre García</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Stgo. de La Ribera</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Villa “El Retiro”</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>San Javier</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Torre Saavedra</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>San Javier</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Colonia Ruiz de Alda</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Stgo. de La Ribera</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Academia General del Aire</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>Stgo. de La Ribera</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Torre Mínguez</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>Stgo. de La Ribera</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Club Náutico</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>San Javier</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cuartel de la Guardia Civil</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Stgo. de La Ribera</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Casa en Paseo Colon, nº 48</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>San Javier</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grupo Escolar San Javier</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>San Javier</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Torre Octavio</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>La Manga</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Casa en Veneziola.</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>La Manga</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Casa de la Encañizada</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>San Javier</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Casa Los Urreases</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>Stgo. de La Ribera</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Casa en Paseo Colon, nº 46</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>Stgo. de La Ribera</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Casa en Paseo Colon, nº 47</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>Stgo. de La Ribera</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
4.1. Balnearios

To interpret the heritage landscape as it is seen today, transformation in this region has almost always coexisted with the sea, ranging from the maritime exploitation of the lagoon to the traditional medicinal or therapeutic uses of the inhabited regions of the Mar Menor. This is demonstrated by the remains of Roman baths, as well as the construction of the Hotel de la Encarnación, which occurred centuries before that of Los Alcázares [85]. On some of the Mar Menor islands, the remains of sites intended for relaxation and pleasure can still be found, such as the residential complex of the Isla Mayor, also known as Isla del Barón, which owes its nickname to the property and buildings constructed by Julio Falcó d’Adda, Baron of Benifayó, the descendant of a Savoy family. The island served as one of the family's summer residences in the region during the 19th and 20th centuries [86].

The development of maritime leisure activities from the end of the 19th century until 1960 produced the old agricultural villages in vacation locations, including Lo Pagán, Santiago de la Ribera, Los Nietos, and Los Alcázares, which were inhabited by a population that moved to the coast for several weeks in the summer months to take baths. During that time, companies and services were installed that were permanently established near the mid-20th century.

At the same time that the leisure houses were built, in front of them, the balnearios were also built. These were wooden platforms that entered the sea so that bathers could comfortably enter the water. Each family built a corresponding spa in front of their villa. This created spatial importance between the house and the sea. Thus, balnearios served as an extension of the privacy of the residence. This
even extended to formal details, and especially in Los Alcázares and Los Nietos, until the end of the 20th century, where some family residences exhibited decorative features, colors, and portico designs, which were for the house and the spa and, in some cases, details were included that identified the family.

As Gutiérrez-Cortines [87] has stated, these bathing platforms played a role from the point of view of land use, since they served to alleviate overcrowding on the beaches and provided a solution to the rocks and mud on the shore. As of 1965, high apartment buildings were constructed, and once again, spas were built in front of these buildings that were 500 to 1000 m$^2$, and fulfilled the same social function as social interaction spaces, also serving as moorings for pleasure boats and jetties for water sports. However, with the construction of artificial beaches and the increased demand for space for bathrooms, the *balnearios* were considered to be obsolete pieces in the maritime landscape as of 1990.

These *balnearios* were not only intended for bathing or mooring boats, as is the case today, but some, practically from the outset, were also used for social gatherings in the form of literary or intellectual gatherings, dancing, and other leisurely pursuits. The construction of the yacht club in la Ribera in 1918, which was known as the Casino Marítimo de la Ribera, is an example of this trend. In 1971, this casino was transformed into the current building, the Real Club de Regatas de Santiago de la Ribera.

From the 1960s onward, the combination of the mass tourism phenomenon, new building techniques, the exhaustion of the traditional tourism model, and the development of extensive legislation under Spain’s new democratic government meant that a series of legal and economic circumstances in the 1980s led to the disappearance of the majority of the bathing houses. Mar Menor underwent a form of intervention that transformed the region to fit the mold of modernity being sought at that time. The Project for the Rehabilitation of the Beaches was launched by the Coastal Commission, which depended on the Ministry for Public Works and Urban Planning [88]. Its aim was to create artificial beaches that would facilitate bathing and the enjoyment of the seaside, and this drastically affected the traditional image of the coast and led to the elimination of the majority of the maritime buildings.

In 1987, the Committee for Culture of the Region of Murcia began the process of designating the complex of the Mar Menor *balnearios* as a BIC to protect and conserve these fragile maritime architectural structures. However, this measure was never implemented and only a limited form of the initial project led to the conservation of some bathing houses, either due to their singular value, or their good state of conservation, or because their social or economic role permitted it. However, in the majority of the cases, this measure only managed to delay an inevitable decline, as was the case with the Lonja, the historic municipal fishmongers, and the restaurant the Pescadería de Mariche. In the latter case, despite its kitchens having conserved long-established seafood traditions of sampling the caldero de mújol (a stewed mullet dish) by the edge of the Mar Menor, the restaurant could not stave off demise following the Coastal Commission’s cessation of the temporary concession of 50 to 100 years that it had been granted when it opened.

This is the aspect that has begun to work with the community of neighbors. The awareness of the planned construction being a solution for the regeneration and use of beaches through the construction of new maritime platforms is based on the tradition of the oldest construction in the area. Therefore, awareness campaigns are being conducted at the administration level through advice and meetings with experts. Conferences are being promoted within the communities with publication of informative brochures about the history and traditional uses of these popular locations [88].

What objectives have been set for these actions? At the level of local governance, the strategy of maintaining the affected and protected structures has been reported (Table 1), which would have been maintained according to traditional construction systems. On an economic level, this would entail a lowering of costs and their maintenance would require traditional crafts such as additional works of wood, network systems, and esparto. The strategy would help improve an innovative, unique offer for bathing in the sea and attract new tourism. The local community would benefit because it would lead to tourists continuing to be attracted to the area.
The Hotel Los Arcos in La Ribera, opened in August 1960 by Adrián Viudes Guirao with its beach resort, is an example that could be recovered as an example of the contemporary policy of attracting quality national and international tourism. In 1981, after being closed for several years, Hotel Los Arcos was transformed into a hospital. In early 2011, the hospital was transferred to Pozo Aledo and the empty building, currently and provisionally, is a training center for the San Javier regattas, but is waiting for a project that to confirm its position as a historic element in Santiago de la Ribera (Figure 2).

![Figure 2. Bathing houses at Hotel Los Arcos and Santiago de la Ribera, part of the municipality of San Javier, 1965, Murcia [89].](image)

4.2. La Vela Latina

Maritime, sports, and leisure activities are the best known aspects of identity in the region. The Latin Sail (Vela Latina) is a vessel with rigging and sails used for both professional fishing and marine sports without motor. They symbolize the knowledge and trades related to this practice. In February 2018, the Autonomous Community of the Region of Murcia (CARM) protected the Latin Candle as a BIC [90,91].

According to the extensive report provided by the Higher Technical School of Naval and Oceanic Engineering of the Polytechnic University of Cartagena, “Vela Latina sailing is the result of the uses and customs that involve a technical knowledge of undoubted value in the historical knowledge of navigation”. The rich cultural heritage that results from this relationship between man and the environment deserves to be taken care of and conserved, especially when many of these practices are an example of sustainability, essential even for the conservation of biological diversity [92].

Villa Barnuevo, which was the first home built in the new city of Santiago de la Ribera, is an example of modernist architecture [93], which has become a center of restoration and entertainment of this sport. Although the Villa Barnuevo was declared BIC, in recent decades, its conservation status has decreased. Work is underway to complete a transformation into a study center of this art of navigation, including programming guided tours through which visitors can be informed about the history of this navigation system. Sailing with a Latin sail was inseparable from the primitive traditional and original fishing systems of the Mar Menor: the fishing weirs. This system is also practiced in the other Spanish salty lagoons, the Albudera of Valencia [94]. Therefore, the Valencian initiatives were taken as a reference, since this navigation system has also been protected since 2016. Its existing promotional initiatives, through increasing visibility of its sports activities and competitions, provide a reference for San Javier.

5. Conclusions

The administrative structure in which Spanish cultural heritage is framed is structured by a network of overlapping entities that affect different territorial sectors and management levels. Thus, the state coordinates the interventions in the assets that are under its jurisdiction, which include cultural
heritage sites located on the peninsular coast. In this case study, the state has particular influence on the public domain, both on land and at sea, as stipulated by the powers assigned to the Secretary of State for the Environment, which cover the coasts, the sea, and the continental waters. The regulations covering Spanish coastal heritage as public domain assets and their application with respect to San Javier have resulted in the loss of most of their bathing houses between 1990 and 2015. Similarly, according to the Commission created by the Ministry for Ecological Transition (MPTE), despite Mar Menor being environmentally protected as a wetland inscribed on the Ramsar list, included in the Natura 2000 Network, categorized as a Community of Importance (LIC) and a Special Protection Area for Birds (ZEPA), and a Specially Protected Area of Interest for the Mediterranean (ZEPIM), these efforts have been insufficient to preserve the affected area.

In conclusion, the effectiveness of preserving and managing their cultural heritage does not depend on the degree of protection granted, since, in most cases, the effectiveness is not supported by the actual results. However, this inefficiency has proven extensible to the natural environment and its heritage values. Therefore, a series of measures have been initiated to involve not only the city council but also the local community in the recovery processes [9,11,15].

The concept of citizen participation has become a basis for protection proposals and this phenomenon could affect the case study region [95]. To achieve this, we must overcome the problem of a large percentage of the population only identifying in a limited way with cultural heritage. Above all, their perception of the past could become an element of cohesion and provide a means to distinguish San Javier from other nearby regions [8,10].

In the case of San Javier, if this method has been effective for another the municipalities, it can be applied to other cities related to Mar Menor. The transformative process will affect a wider community, as the patrimonialization of their territories and common traditions, in addition to favoring the external visibility of the territory and, therefore, tourism, can become a fundamental basis for promoting sustainable growth based on the recovery of traditional forms of production in the lagoon.

In conclusion, the Mar Menor has a cultural heritage whose assets are unique. In accordance with the five objectives established by the UNESCO Convention of Budapest 2002 [95] for World Heritage, the community involved in this case, including the residents and the seasonal population that owns second residences in the area, must have an essential role in the discovery, valuation, and new uses of cultural heritage so that these buildings can become models of sustainable use of tourism since, through their cultural and identity potential, they provide motivation for a change in mentality about the use of the weakened natural environment. The enjoyment values of the lagoon can be increased through the use of responsible activities such as sailing sports, which eventually replace the tourism offer of the sun and the beach, and bathing houses, which contribute to lessening the impact of artificial beaches. For this, the population must be engaged in campaigns of active participation in defense of heritage, promoting associations with non-governmental organizations (NGOs) whose basic objective is heritage protection [96]. This is the aim of UNESCO through actions such as the World Heritage Volunteers Campaign 2020, and is one of the basic objectives, in accordance with the 2030 agenda, of sustainable development established by United Nations Program for Development (UNDP) since 2015, also known as the global objectives [97].

Now that we are aware of the dimension of the problem and the real situation of the natural and cultural values of the region have been analyzed, the cooperation of all the social agents involved is needed. With the basic objective of immediate action in addressing the situation and knowing that, according to UNESCO, this has led to many successful restorations [75], the support of the International Community should be requested to start the process for the inclusion of the Mar Menor as a global project for its declaration as a World Heritage Site.
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